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Abstract: Recently, wireless sensor networks is considered as an important part of the life. It becomes wide spread in different 

applications, such as military, medical and environment. In this paper, a modified lightweight authentication and key management 

protocol for wireless sensor network is introduced, employing the technique of Elliptic Curve Cryptography with Diffie-Hellman. In 

addition, A designed simulator that simulate the phases of authentication starting from base station tell the last sensor node. This 

simulator is produced to tackle the problem of lightweight protocol absence in the well-known simulators, such as NS2 and NS3. The 

modified protocol and the presented simulator are tested over different scenarios and the obtained results show the superior performance 

of them. Moreover, the results illustrate the high accuracy of the simulator and benefits of the modification on the lightweight protocol.  
 

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network, Lightweight Authentication And Key Management Protocol. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

       The wireless sensor network consists of small pieces 

called nodes which are spread in wide area for sensing the 

event that occurring in this area. These sensing data is 

either treated in the same node or transmitted directly to 

other node or base station for more advanced processing. 

It is well-known that security side is the most important 

part for protecting this type of network because WSN is 

exposing for different type of attacks on : node , key  and 

data.[1].  

       Security is a critical issue in the ad hoc network. The 

main two issues in ad hoc network are the authentication 

and key management [2]. Authentication is the 

determination and declaration of someone or something 

need to be involved in different types of matters. At the 

other hand, the verification of the sender and receiver is 

required as well. The node authentication and key 

management processes in the sensor network are 

considered in this research. Normally, the traditional 

authentication manners are not sufficient and efficient for 

wireless sensor network, therefore different research 

works have been introduced to propose new techniques. S. 

Raja Rajeswaril and V. Seenivasagam in [3] compared  

many authentication and key management protocols that 

concentrated on security in wireless sensor network 

(WSN). They produced a satisfactory comparison that 

filled the hunger of researchers.  After these comparison, 

the authors of [4] solved the problem of malicious nodes 

in WSN network using light weight authentication and key 

management protocol by symmetric cryptographic 

primitives with (HMAC). 

     At the side, key management issue is also considered 

significantly influence in the scale of security of 

homogenous WSNs [5]. Based on this principles , the 

technique manage the generation of keys form adversary, 

while adversary and authentication have not had any 

information about the clef by using zero knowledge 

protocol, presented in [1],and [6]. In this protocol, the 

nodes observed the neighborhood nodes, then they 

collected their closets neighbored to obtain the network 

operation in normal mode. The authors of [9] followed the 

same procedure, presented in [6], in addition to gathering 

the statistical information of nodes and sent to base station 

sporadically. In [8], the authors improved user 

authentication protocol based on ECC for hierarchical 

WSN, They showed how ECC is suitable for this structure. 

       In this paper, we introduce a development to the 

adopted lightweight authentication and key management 
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protocol by addressing the methods of Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography with Diffie-Helman. This is to improve the 

ability of securing and speed up the process.  In addition, 

a specific simulator has been proposed to adapt with the 

requirements of lightweight protocol that are hard to 

address in NS2 and NS3 simulator. This simulator passes 

through three main phases for authentication of nodes and 

base-stations and the key management in terms of 

generation and verification. .  

2. INTRODUCED SYSTEM 

   As mentioned above, this research work produced a 

simulator system that addresses the events of employing 

the lightweight protocol. This section can be divided into 

different sub-sections for easing the reading follow.  

 

2.1    BLOCK DIAGRAM 

   The presented system can be introduced as a block 

diagram as shown in “Fig. 1”. The block diagram divides 

the introduced system into the following:  

 

A. Base Station Layer: 

     It contains the base stations and their considered fixed 

points for gathering and controlling the information 

grouped form cluster head. This layer plays different roles 

of monitoring, recording, and managing of the wireless 

sensor network. Base station can be connected with fixed 

or mobile sensors. 

 

B. Cluster Head Layer:  

This layer includes many numbers of cluster heads that are 

connected with the related base station from side and with 

sensors from other side. It represents the communication 

gateway between the included sensors within the cluster. 

Each cluster head is selected from the sensor node 

depending on some criteria such as energy or distance.  

 

C. Sensor Node:  

     Each sensor node is constructed with memory unit, 

microcontroller, and battery, used for measuring the 

parameters of the surrounding environment; there are 

numerous types of sensors with distinct saving capability, 

energy consumption and so on. 

 

D. Authentications:  

     Each sensor node must authenticate itself to network 

through cluster head in the beginning of initialization of 

network or through other sensor nodes if after that. Also 

cluster authentication is generated in the initial network. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Diagram of the presented system 

2.2 DEVELOPED ALGORITHM 

     The introduced algorithm of the presented system has 

been developed. The adopted algorithm is operated under 

the standards of Lightweight authentication and key 

management protocol (AKMS). The (AKMS) nominates 

Hash message authentication code (HMAC) algorithm and 

Elliptic Curve cryptography Diffie-Helman to authenticate 

the sensor nodes inside the network [4], “Fig. 2”shows the 

developed algorithm as a flowchart. 

 

     ECC can be implemented on sensor nodes because it 

necessitates low power, bandwidth, memory, when 

matching with cryptosystems remains. ECC with Diffie-

Helman employs smaller keys with security similarity and 

compute their performance on WSN. It is used for steer 

connection through passing the information via public 

network, developed grown PUBLIC-KEY cryptosystem in 

mid of 1980s [7]. Through the networking stage, inside 

every node is initial authenticator that initialed before 

installed, three stages is created: 
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Figure 2. Flowchart of developed algorithm 

 

Key Redistribution stage: in this stage the master key of 

128 bits is generated, the length of key used in ECC 

Diffie-Helman is more enough to resist the attacks. In 

this stage, the master key is distributed for all nodes in 

the network beginning. The base station is generated the 

keys for clusters and the clusters generated the keys for 

sensor nodes that each cluster has special scope 

different other cluster. 

Network Initialization stage: in this stage, each node 

recognizes its neighbors during the communication 

rang employing its random number and encryption key. 

While each node broadcasts random number for every 

node in the network, the encryption key is generated 

using hashing the master key and random number for 

such node. 

Authentication Protocol stage: This stage is activated 

when new node requires entering in the network. This 

protocol is very complicated for authenticate the new 

node to make sure of new node authentication [4]. 

 

 

 
2.3 DATA OF SYSTEM 

      SQL server is adopted in this research work to build the 

database of the system. The benefits of the utilized database 

are storing the simulated WSN including all the actions and 

activities in addition to the related dataset. The built 

database is represented in “Fig. 3” as an ER-diagram.  

 

FIGURE 3. ER-DIAGRAM OF THE BUILT DATABASE 

 

 

The considered database is built following the 

methodology of life-cycle model as explained in the block 

diagram, shown in “Fig. 4”, and explained below: 

A. Requirement:  

    In this phase, the requirements of the system and users 

are collected including energy consumption of nodes, 

authentication information, sending and receiving 

massages between nodes in the network, number of cluster 

heads, time and date for recording temperature and status 

of nodes (active, sleep, died). 

B. Design 

    Each table in the ER-diagram has it field’s name and 

description field type as follows: 

 

 TbNodes table: this is the main table in the structure, 

it contains primary key field, called Node_ID node 

identification. Create_date records the creation date 

of nodes, while sts_Node records the status of 

current node (active, sleep, died). Type_Node for 
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specifying the node is authenticated or not, the table 

contains the last case of all nodes. 

 TbNodesHist table: it includes the same as tb_nodes 

table fields (Node_ID, Create_date, sts_Node, 

Type_Node) used for recording all movement of 

nodes.  

 TbNodeTemp table: this table saves all temperature 

reading of nodes as the considered sensors in this 

work is temperature. Node_ID field contains node 

identification, Temp field records the reading of 

nodes, and tempDate holds the date of reading 

temperature also tempTime hold the time of it. 

 TbNodeEnergy table: there are four fields inside 

the structure of this table. Node_ID saves the node 

identification, Energy field holds the energy of 

each node that gradually decreased, EnergyDate 

saves the date of recording energy and EnergyTime 

includes the time of recoding. 

 TbTracking table: it is the largest table size in 

structure of database because of including the 

traffic of the messages between nodes, cluster 

heads and base station. NodeSend field contains 

the identification of node which sending request, 

SinkSend includes the identification of sink that 

supervisor of node sending request. In addition, 

Basestation field records 0 if request found and 

record -1 if not (notification message). 

NodeRecive field contains the identification of 

node which receiving the request, also SinkRecive 

is the same as sink_send field work. Temp field 

records the information needed, dateSend 

implicates the date of sending request, and 

timeSend has the time of sending request. 

Moreover, dateRecive has the date of receiving 

request also timeRecive contains the time of it and 

SRType field records the type of movement (send 

or receive). 

 TbClusters table: this table classifies each node 

and the cluster head follow it. Node_ID is the same 

as node_id in another tables, Cluster_ID contains 

the number of cluster. 

 TbstsNodes table:  stsid has the number of symbol 

(1,2,3,..), stsname field has the status of node 

(active,sleep,died,..). 

C. . Implementation 

      In this phase, the built tables, views, procedures and 

relations using SQL management Studio2012 are 

implemented based on the designed ER-diagram explained 

above. 
 

D.Testing 

    This phase tests the activities of the built database by 

performing the insert, update, and delete actions on the 

database. 
 

Figure 4.  Built database block diagram 

 

2.4  DESIGNED GUI  

         As mentioned earlier, the simulator, presented in this 

work, can simulate the actions of authentication and key 

management of lightweight protocol for WSN. The 

simulator includes different Graphical User Interfaces 

(GUI) pages. These pages perform the activities of the 

proposed simulator throughout the phases of the 

authentication and key management of the underlying 

protocol.  
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“Fig. 5” shows the main interface of the proposed 

simulator. Throughout this interface the first setting of the 

WSN is performed by entering the number if sensors, 

clusters and so on. In addition of the information of data 

sending intervals as well as the time for putting the nodes 

in sleep mode. There are also different buttons that simulate 

the authentication phases, such as Phase One, Phase Two 

and Phase Three. The first phase tackles the authentication 

between the base station and related cluster heads. While 

the second phase generates the authentication key for 

sensor verification. The third phase performing the nodes 

authentication regarding the addressed cluster head. The 

last button, called Strat, represents the starting of network 

performance over transmission and information 

replacement.  
 

Figure 5.  Home page form 

     All information regarding the key generation and data 

transmission of the included nodes at the designed WSN is 

shown in the square text at the interface. This includes the 

working nodes as active, sleep or even dead. In energy 

information tab, the details of energy for each node in 

network are appeared. Temperature Reading tab exist the 

High and Low reading in nodes, this depend on threshold 

for high and low degree. In transmitter movement appears 

the behavior of request between nodes. 

    In Database tab, shown in “Fig. 5”, the existed tables as 

well as information about the nodes, cluster heads, base 

station and recording the data are shown as in “Fig. 6”. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Database tab 

 

     In dashboard tab, explained the number of node statuses 

as in “Fig. 5”, the 3d clustered column chart that explains 

the levels of active and sleep nodes is shown in “Fig. 7”. 

At the beginning, the active nodes are full but gradually 

the percentage is decreased or increased as show this in 

“Fig. 8”, and “Fig. 9”. 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Dashboard normal case 
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Figure 8. DASHBOARD INCREASING CASE 

 

 

 

Figure 9.  DASHBOARD DECREASING CASE USING THE TEMPLATE 

 

3.     RESULT 

       The proposed simulator is tested in the computer with 

microprocessor of i7, RAM of 4GB with the SQL server 

2012 for building the database and Microsoft Visual C# for 

designing and performing the GUI pages and forms. The 

testing of the proposed simulator based on the developed 

lightweight protocol can verify the efficiency of the 

developed algorithm and such simulator.  

In order to cover the most of simulator sides, different case 

studies are considered. These case studies show the 

superior of the proposed simulator and the developed 

algorithm to work with lightweight protocol as follows.  

 

 

 

 

3.1 CASE STUDY1 

      In this case study, the normal performance of the 

proposed WSN is simulated. At the first time, we must 

enter some information such as: number of cluster, number 

of sensor, interval time and minimum battery rate, as 

shown in “Fig. 10”and the WSN is drawn as shown in “Fig. 

11”. 

Figure 10. Setting the designed WSN 
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Figure 11. Operate network 

     At the pressing on phase one as the next step, the master 

key is generated for each node including the selected 

cluster head and the color of base station is changed with 

information message appearance as shown in “Fig. 12”. 
 

Figure 12.  Phase one performing 

 

      After that, the button of phase two is selected and 

clicked to perform the neighbors recognizing of each node 

with others as well as distributing the encryption key. It 

can be shown in “Fig. 13” that the colors of nodes are 

changed to blue as indicator of performing the second 

phase.  

     

Figure13. Phase two performing 

 

By pressing the phase three button, the color of nodes is 

changed to green as shown in “Fig. 14”to indicate that the 

included sensor nodes are authenticated successfully.  
 

Figure 14. Phase three 

 

      Now the network is operated by clicking the button of 

Start. We can see that form reading view pallet, current 

status pallet and battery information pallet are appeared as 

shown in “Fig. 15”. 
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Figure (15): Status Network 

 

3.2 CASE STUDY 2 

      This case considers the adding of a node to the network 

built in case study one. If a new node wants to join to 

network, “add node’ button is pressed as shown in “Fig. 

16”.The node sends random number and as a default (have 

initial authenticator of network) it sends it to the closest 

node, then cluster head then to the related base station. The 

recipient node is interacting with this situation by applying 

authentication protocol. 

 

 

Figure 16.  Additional node joins to network 

     If the node is authenticated, the color of it is changed to 

green as shown in “Fig. 17” and being a part of the specific 

cluster as shown in “Fig. 18”. 

 

          Figure 17.  Successful Authentication of Added Node 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Successful joining node 

 

     Otherwise, if stranger node does not have initial 

authentication, then the network reject it and indicated 

with red color as shown in “Fig. 19” and “Fig. 20”. 

 

 

Figure 19.  Added node is not authenticated 

 

     Then the color of node is changed and do not join to the 

network. 

 

Figure 20.  Added node is rejected and colored to red  
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3.3 CASE STUDY3 

      In order to simulate the transmission of a messages or 

request between nodes, we can select the source and 

destination nodes to be colored in different color for each 

of them as shown in “Fig. 21” and “Fig. 22”. It is important 

to note that the blue node is node source, while the purple 

node is the destination. In addition the red node is from 

case study two to prove that the simulator works in real-

time performance. The “check node” button is clicked to 

test if the request is authenticated and successfully 

performed.  

 

Figure (21): Selecting the source and destination nodes 

 

 

Figure 22.  Request authentication and performing 

 

      “Fig. 23” shows at the bottom of page the paths of 

transmission between the source and destination as well as 

the destination to source. These paths show that the 

message is transmitted from node 4 at first cluster to the 

cluster head (sink 10) to be transmitted to the related base 

station. Then the base station sent the message to objective 

cluster head (sink 9) for delivering the message to node 2. 

In the same back the message is fed back to node 4 via the 

same opposite sequence path. It is shown that the massage 

is transmitted over two different clusters within the same 

WSN. Therefore, the transmission can be done at the same 

cluster or even over different clusters within the same base 

station as well as over different base stations and clusters. 

This flexibility provides the simulator with high ability to 

simulate the real cases of network activities.  
 

 

 Figure 23.  Transmission of a message from node 4 to node 2 

4. CONCLUSION 

    A modified lightweight protocol for ad hoc WSN was 

presented. This modification was the results of applying 

the modified algorithm that uses the Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography with Diffie-Helman methods. In addition, 

an efficient WSN based on lightweight protocol simulator 

was proposed to avoid and compatibility issues of using 

the common simulators, such as NS2 and NS3. The 

modified algorithm improved the security side as well as 

speeded up the required processing time. Moreover the 

proposed simulator performed the activities and actions of 

the designed WSN in efficient way regardless the number 

of nodes and base stations. This simulator was designed 

for lightweight protocol for ad hoc WSN and it is adapted 

to different case studies in real-time performance. 

Database system is built in this simulator for storing the 

activities of the designed WSN and readings of sensors for 

future reporting and processing. Different tables were built 

in the database based on relational relationship. The SQL 

server 2012 and Visual C# environments were adopted to 

build the proposed simulator and database for numerous 

reasons, such as easiness and efficiency. Distinct case 

studies were considered to test the ability and efficiency of 

the propose simulator and developed algorithm. The 

results proved the superior performance of the proposed 

simulator and developed algorithm in normal performance 

and authentication of adding nodes as well as message 

sending tracking and performing.  
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